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Chapterr 4 

Trackk fitting 

Inn the previous chapters it was discussed that a microvertex detector was installed by the 
ZEUSS experiment during the HERA upgrade. Before the upgrade (from 1992 to 2000) 
thee central tracking detector (CTD) was the main tracking component. The MV D has 
beenn designed to improve the tracking capabilities of ZEUS, by providing additional hits 
closee to the interaction region. 

Mostt charged particles in the MV D give at least 3 space points, although there is 
enoughh redundancy to find tracks with the MV D only, the central tracking detector is 
stilll  important in this task. The MV D is expected to improve the tracking precision 
significantly. . 

Thee outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.1 the reconstruction of the 
trackss in the MV D is explained. With the help of the Kalman filter hits are found and 
fittedd "along the way" and the trajectory of the charged particles is estimated. Multipl e 
scatteringg effects can be estimated and are included in the track fit . The strategy of the 
fittingfitting procedure is discussed in section 4.2. Then the Kalman filter vertexing technique 
iss explained in section 4.3. This algorithm is used to find the primary and secondary 
vertices. . 

Thee track fit is used to study the performance of the MVD in chapter 5 and the vertex 
reconstructionn is applied in the physics studies of chapter 6. 

4.11 Track reconstruction 

Basically,, the reconstruction of tracks consists of two phases. The measured hit positions 
havee to be assigned to a candidate track. This is called the pattern recognition phase. 
Secondly,, the track fit phase estimates the trajectory using the hit positions belonging to 
thee track. Using the Kalman filter hits can be found and fitted simultaneously. More on 
thee used Kalman filter is explained in section 4.1.2. First it is discussed how the trajectory 
off  a charged track is parametrised. 
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Figuree 4.1: The track of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field, projected on the 
xyxy plane (a) and on the yz plane (b). The 3-vector D0 is projected on the xy plane (a) 
andd on the yz plane (b). 

4.1.11 Track parameterisation 

Thee motion of a charged particle inside a uniform magnetic field can be described by a 
helixx parameterisation. Inside the MVD the magnetic field is assumed to be homogeneous 
(seee section 2.2.1). Only in the region of the most forward wheel there is a deviation of a 
feww percent. The magnetic field is aligned in the z direction1 and is constant in magnitude: 
BB = (0.0. B:). where B: « 1.43Tcsla. 

Thee following parameter vector describes the trajectory of the helix in the global 
Cartesiann (,r. y. z) frame: 

p=p= (IT. T, <pQ, D0, Z0) (4.1) ) 

Thee curvature of the track is the charge over the radius: W = q/R. In figure 4.1 the 
usedd parameters are explained graphically. The parameter T is defined as tan 0dip and 
#dipp = 90° - 9. An important vector is Da. the point of closest approach. The angle 
©oo gives the direction of the track at the point of closest approach projected on the xy 
plane.. The parameter D0 is the distance from the origin to the point of closest approach, 
projectedd on the xy plane. Note that D0 is signed. The sign is given by the product of 
DD00 A u. The vector v is the direction of the track at the point of closest approach. The 
signn of the z component of the cross product gives the sign of D{). The parameter Za is 
thee 2 component of D0. 

'Thee ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system, with the z axis pointing in the 
protonn beam direction and the x axis pointing towards the centre of HERA. The coordinate origin is at 
thee nominal interaction point. 
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Whenn those parameters are used to describe the track. Dt) is: 

// D0 sin o(i \ 
DD00 = [ y0 | = -A j cosoo . (4.2) 

Thee trajectory in ,v. y and c is given by the following paraineterisation: 

// x \ ^ / ^cos0os in (U ' .s ) +^s i iKpo f l - «w (U ' . s i )] \ 
yy = A ) + ïj7sin<?)osin(l-l',s1) - £ c o s 0o [ l - cos(Hr.sj)] . (4.3) 

Heree the variable ,s i — .ssint9, where s is the distance along the trajectory (s = 0 at the 
pointt of closest of approach). 

Thee task of the track fit is to give the best possible estimate of the five track param-
eters,, based on the measurements and their uncertainties. 

4.1.22 Kalman filter track fit 

Thee Kalman filter is named after Rudolf E. Kalman, who in 1960 published his famous 
articlee describing a recursive solution to the discrete-data linear filtering problem [38]. 
Thee Kalman filter estimates the state of a dynamical system at any time. The dynam-
icss can be distorted by noise sources. The Kalman filter optionally makes optimal use 
off  new measurements and their measurement noise. In the (linear) Kalman filter the 
measurementss arc1 linearly dependent on the state parameters. 

Thee Kalman filter is applied in many fields of science and engineering. The Kalman 
filterr has been introduced in high energy physics by R. Friihwirth for the1 tracking of parti-
cless [39]. In this case1 the state is the five vector of track parameters and the1 measurements 
aree the hits. 

Doingg a track fit with the Kalman filter gives advantages with respect to the more 
traditionall  least squares method. The Kalman filter track fit  evaluates the1 measurements 
(hits)) separately. The least squares fit fits all hits simultaneously. 

Examplee of a least squares track fi t 

Howw to do a. least, squares track fit? Assume that three space1 points: ( n, f2, r:i) are1 

measured.. These three points can be fitted to a helix, described by the1 parameterisation 
fromm equation 4.3. The1 example is depicted in figure 4.2. The1 least squares fit consists of 
thee following steps: 

 The measurements are in the vector y. This is in this case a vector with 9 entries: 

yy = (ri.r 2.r,). (4.4) 

where11 each position vector rTias an x. y and z component. 
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 The uncertainty in the hit positions are stored in the 3 x 3 covariance matrices: C\. 
C'2C'2 and C3. Then the 9 x 9 total covariance matrix is: 

VVyy = 0 C2 0 . (4.5) 

Thee errors of the hits are assumed to he independent from each other. 

 The estimated positions are described by the vector function /(j7, s), which has 
99 entries. It is a function of the track parameters p and the coordinate along the 
trackk s. 

Thee \2 is written as: 

xx22 = {y-S)1 vy
l(y-f) (4-6) 

Thee task of the fit  is to find the parameters pj which give the minimal \2: 6\2/Spj — 
0.. This is called \ z minimisation. 

 From equation 4.3 it is seen that the track model is not linear in its parameters. So 
thee trajectory has to be linearised near the measured points. This is done with a 
derivativee matrix called H. In this case H is a 9 x 5 matrix. In tensor notation the 
derivativee matrix is represented as: 

HnHn = f^, (4.7) 
dpj dpj 

calculatedd near all three points (s — s\, s2 and s3), where yt represents the hit 
coordinates.. The following equation gives the approximation of the change of the 
estimatedd hit positions ƒ when the trajectory changes from ;70 to p: 

f=f(pf=f(p00,s),s) + H{p-pQ). (4.8) 

 The next step is to find the values of the vector p which minimise the \2. This is 
donee numerically. The algorithm starts with a rough estimate of the track. In the 
examplee a straight line through two of the three points is taken. Starting from the 
estimatee p0 the new estimate p\ is: 

PiPi = pQ + VPlH
TVg

l{y- f(p0)l (4.9) 

writh h 

Vkk = {HTVy~
lH)-\ (4.10) 

Thiss is repeated until a minimum in \2 1S found. The example in figure 4.2 shows 
howw after n steps the trajectory fits the three points. 
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Figuree 4.2: Result of the least squares fit for the starting value, after the first iteration 
andd the 51st iteration. 
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Thee least squares fit has a number of disadvantages. In this example it is seen that 
whenn the helix has to be fitted to a large number of hits, matrices become large and 
thenn the computing time increases. The inversion of a matrix of order rt needs in general 
C9(r?'5)) steps. Also when multiple scattering is included, the hit uncertainties are not 
independentt anymore. This results in off-diagonal entries in the hit error covariance 
matrix.. Furthermore the method is not flexible. If a wrong hit has been used, the 
completee fit must be repeated from the start. 

Wit hh the help of the Kalman filter these disadvantages can be overcome. First it is 
explainedd what is meant by measuring a hit in a local coordinate frame instead of a global 
coordinatee frame. This is useful when the derivative matrix {or vector) of a Kalman filter 
stepp is discussed. 

Locall  and global coordinate frames 

Inn the previous example the hit positions were measured in the global coordinate frame. 
Inn the MVD hits are measured locally in the silicon strip sensors. An algorithm is used 
thatt calculates the intersection of a track with such a sensor. This intersection algorithm 
predictss a coordinate fs which is expected to be near the hit. The distance along the 
trackk at this point is s. The position and orientation of the sensors in the MV D are well 
known.. With the help of this geometry information rfi can be transformed to a locally 
measuredd coordinate. 

Forr the track fit it is necessary to know the dependence of the track parameters 
(explainedd in section 4.1.1) to a change of the coordinate of the hit. In the following text 
thiss dependency is explained in detail. 

Inn the global coordinate frame the axes are labelled .v. y and z. The position and the 
orientationn of the silicon strip sensors in the MVD are described by the following three 
vectors: : 

 The centre of the sensor inside the MV D frame c. 

 The normal of the sensor inside the MVD frame: the unit vector y' 

 The direction of measurement inside the MVD frame: the unit vector .r' 

Thee direction of z' is given by z' — x' A y' and is the direction along the read out strips 
off  the silicon sensors. The direction of x' is in the positive measurement, direction. In this 
casee this is the direction of the increasing strip number. This is important since two half 
moduless are mirror-images and the x' direction reverses. 

Thee used vectors and coordinate systems are explained graphically in figure 4.3. In 
figuree 4.3a an rtp hit, projected in the xy view, and in figure 4.3b a z hit, projected in the 
yzyz view, are shown. The derived track fit equations are also valid for the wheel hits. 

Thee difference between the centre of the sensor and the coordinate of the intersection 
inn the local frame is given by D and can be obtained with a rotation and a translation: 

DD = DxëT + Dyêy + Dzêz = R{fs -e). (4.11) 
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Figuree 4.3: The track intersects the sensor at ry The direction of measurement is x'. 
Bothh for an r<p hit (a) and for a z hit (b) a change in the track parameters changes the 
positionn of the intersection. The correlation of the local sensor coordinate and the track 
parameterss is derived in the text. 

Heree R is the rotation matrix of the sensor and Dy is zero (because the intersection is 
insidee the plane) and Dx is the local coordinate of the intersection in the measurement 
directionn (x1). Note that D is not the same as the track parameter D0. Dx is assumed to 
bee not too far off from the reconstructed hit position in the silicon strip sensor. 

Thee derivatives of the local coordinate with respect to the track parameters are calcu-

latedd using the "rotated derivatives" from the global coordinate: | £ R ^ .. The index 

ii  runs from 1 to 5 and a, is respectively (W, T, <f> 0, D0. Z0). The derivatives -  ̂ can be 
writtenn in the following form (where  = ssinO): 

or or 
datdat doti 

(4.12) ) 

Thee vectors at and b are short notations for longer terms which are given at the end of 
thiss section. 

Thee values for | p- can be calculated using the following constraint: 

dD„ dD„ 
da. da. 

.. dD 
da, da, 

„„ df 
(4.13) ) 

Thee rotated derivatives have no contribution in the y' direction. Using equation 4.12 in 
equationn 4.13 the values for derivatives of  are: 

 —êy  Ra, 

da,da, êy  Rb 
(4.14) ) 

Thee derivatives for Dx follow from: 
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Wit hh the use of equation 4.12 and 4.14. the final equation, which gives the derivatives of 
thee local "measured" coordinate with respect to the track parameters, is: 

———— = c,  Rdi - Rb ^ 
<><*i<><*i  \ f:y  Rb 

Thee vectors b and at are1 destined in terms of the track parameters: 

:4.IG) ) 

" MM = 

<>i <>i 

, , 

" / > „„ = 

<*%,> <*%,> 

cosc?()Coss (Ws : ) -f sin o0 sin (ll'.s^ 
sinn On cos (11 s ) — cos Og sin ( Ws 

T T 

—— ^rr (COS 0„  Rill (U'.Sj ) +si i i<p„[ l -

—— ^ ( s in Oosin (11 "s ) — cosO(/l — 

/ / 

cosoro])) + ïf&. 

DD{{)) cos o0 — -^(sin 0() sin (ll'.s , 
D00 sin o») + jy (cos Oo sin (11 's 

0 0 

—— COS 0o [1 — 
++ sinoofl -

cos(t t 
coss (11 

(1.17) ) 

(4.18) ) 

(i.19) ) 

(4.20) ) 

(4.21) ) 

(4.22) ) 

(4.2,4) ) 

Kalma nn track fi t a lgor i th m 

Thee Kalman filter does a least squares fit. for each hit separately. It is assumed that there 
iss some starting information about the track coming from a rough pattern recognition or 
anotherr detector component. The idea is to evaluate from outside to the inside all the 
hitss near the start track. Also the amount of material encountered can be calculated and 
includedd in the track fit. The Kalman filter track fit algorithm consists of three basic 
operations: : 

Predictt  Predict the next state1 from the current state. 

Fil te rr  Estimate the newt state using a measurement and the predicted state. 

Smoo thh Update the previous state using the current filtered state. 
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Figuree 4.4: Example of a Kalman prediction step from detector k — 1 to k (including 
scatteringg in material) followed by a filter step using a measurement in detector k. 
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Th ee predict ion s tep 

Figuree 4.4 shows schematically what happens in the Kalman track fit . The initial state 
iss track pk_x with covariance V^ ,. In the prediction step the track is propagated to the 
nextt measurement plane. (That is a silicon sensor.) 

Becausee the layers in the MV D are thin, the energy loss of the track is neglected. 
Althoughh the state vector stays the same, the covariance of the track changes. The track 
covariancee increases due to multiple scattering. 

Afterr propagation the state vector and the covariance are: 

PkPk = Pk-i (4.24) 

V>AA = VpV, + Mk. (4.25) 

wheree Mk is the contribution of the multiple scattering to the track's covariance between 
planee k — 1 and k\ To keep the notation simple for the filter step, the state and its 
covariancee after the prediction step arc defined as pk_j and V^ ,. 

Th ee filter  s tep 

Inn the filter step the trajectory of the particle is fitted to the current hit h which has an 
uncertaintyy in the reconstructed position of ok. The weight of the hit is proportional to 
l/(Tl/(Tkk

22-- So if the hit has a small error, then the trajectory is pulled more strongly towards 
thiss hit. Also the covariance of the track affects the result of the fit. A very precisely 
measuredd track is pulled less strongly than a track with large covariance. 

Ann important quantity in the fit is the difference between the measured hit position 
andd the predicted hit on the silicon sensor. This quantity is called Ay. in case of a strip 
detectorr this distance is a scalar. 

Thee change in the expected position as a result of a change in the track parameters is 
linearisedd as follows: 

<S=4t(Pfc-Pfc- i ),, (4.26) 

wheree pk is the parameter vector after the filter step and Ak is the derivative matrix as 
wass derived in equation 4.16. So the quantity S represents the change in the estimated 
positionn after the filter step has been done. 

Itt is instructive to see the A\2 of a filter step: 

AAXX
22 = (Ayk - AkAp f \ (Ayk - AkAp ) + (A/7 f V0' (Ap ) , (4.27) 

(T(Tkk P * - ' 

with h 
Ap=(pAp=(pkk-p-pkk..ll).). (4.28) 

Thee Ax2 has two contributions: The deviation of the hit and the track before and after 
thee fit . Both are weighted with their associative errors. What happens when multiple 
scatteringg is included? First, the predicted covariance Vpk,_, of the track increases. Then 
fromm the x2 equation it is seen that a track with a large scatter (significantly affected 
byy multiple scattering) decreases in weight. Hence, for the fit the hit becomes more 
important. . 
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Requiringg a minimum for A \ 2 the following solutions arc found for pk and Vpk: 

++  VfibAl^Ayk, (4.29) PkPk = Pk 1 + Vpk.% 

VAA = ( 4 ^ 4 , + V - 1 , ) . (4.30) 

Inn the ease of a large scatter the (filtered) track covariance V^ increases. Consequently 
thee change in the track parameters is larger. So again, a large scatter allows the fit to 
changee the track more. The equations for V ,̂. and A\2 can be written differently [40] to 
savee computing time: 

V>,, - % > ( l + 4 ^ 4 , V > , ,) , (4.31) 

Av 22 = (Ayk)
T\2Ayk-(Ayk)

r\AkV?kAi:\Ayk. (4.32) 
°l°l  ak ak 

Noww only one matrix inversion has to be done. These equations are used to check the 
A \ 22 of a hit and decide whether to use this hit and calculate the filtered estimate or move 
onn to the next hit. The Kalman filter can be used both for the track fit  and for the hit 
finding. finding. 

Thee residual and the covariance of the residual are determined using the following 
equations: : 

rr kk = Ayk - Ak (pk - p ^ ) , (4.33) 

<<  = o*.-AkVnA'k. (4.34) 

Inn the case of a large scatter the fit has more freedom to move the track in the direction 
off  the hit. The residual is then smaller than for the case of a small or no scatter. 

Th ee smooth ing step 

Afterr a filter step a filtered estimate pk and a filtered covariance matrix V'̂ . have been 
calculated.. These should be closer to the real track. If for the previous measurements 
alll  the parameters, covariances and residuals are stored their estimates can be improved 
usingg the latest knowledge of the trajectory. The following equations have been used to 
passs back the information to a previous measurement. 

v,smoothc<ii  = V^ l t r n " 1- Bk-X ( i ; " h 7 d - \'A Bl_  ̂ (4.36) 
Pk-lPk-l Pk 1 

-filtered!.'-- 1 

Thee updated residual and the covariance of the residual are: 

rn o 1 h" dd = r f c _1- .4f c _1(pn , o , h ed -Pkhrd)^
o-2

r;; = ^ . . - ^ - i V S T ^ ^ ' - i - (4-39) 
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Thee quantity £?/,. i is "smair when there is a large scatter. In that case the previous 
estimatee of the trajectory has a larger weight than the current estimate. So the current 
estimatee has only a small influence in the smoothing procedure. In contrast, when no 
multiplee scattering took place the smoothed estimate of the previous state becomes equal 
too the current estimate1. 

4.1.33 Multiple scattering 

Thee material inside the detector distorts the track. Particles lose energy and scatter in 
the11 presence of material. The material in the ZEUS microvertex detector can be described 
ass a number of thin planes and cylinders. The average material that a particle crosses 
whenn going through one ladder is estimated to be 3.0% of a radiation length [11]. The 
eflectt of energy loss is neglected. In addition only the change in direction is taken into 
account,, it is assumed that the track is not shifted. 

Thee effect of multiple scattering is mainly a change of the trajectory described by an 
anglee 0 with respect to the initial track direction. The distribution of this angle (projected 
onn a plane parallel to the track direction) is approximately Gaussian [12] with mean zero 
andd a width of: 

0.013ÜÜ r^^< 
°° = " - ^ 7 ; v V A o [ l + 0.038 hi{.r/X0)] . (4,10) 

withh p. 3c and c the momentum, velocity and the charge of the incident particle, and 
.r/.Y,,, the number of radiation lengths of the scattering medium. From equation 4.40 it is 
seenn that for high momentum tracks the effect of multiple1 scattering becomes smaller. 

Howw does an uncertainty in the multiple scattering change the track eovariance? The 
followingg approach is used for a scatter in a thin plane. 

•• The traversed thickness is calculated from a material database1 and the incoming 
anglee of the track. The material database1 is described in section 3.2.2. 

•• The ler scattering angle 0U follows from equation 4,40. 

•• The scattering matrix is calculated by calculating the1 contribution of the1 angular 
uncertaintyy (t90) to the uncertainty in the track. 

•• Finally this scattering matrix is added to the track eovariance. 

Att the point of int.erstvt.ion the1 track direction is given by the track parameters <pt and 
00tt.. The parameters are changed by an amount: 

'' JJ"="= MM{{ W, J' < 4 - 4 " 
Heree the sin(9, comes from the fact that the (p angle is defined in the1 xy plane1. The two 
columnss of (5 x 2) matrix M are: M,\ = da,/sm0tdot and Mi2 = (Ja,/d0t. The1 scattering 
matrixx can be1 calculated from: 

VVA!A!s=Ms=M22MMMMTT.. (4.42) 

The11 detailed calculation is elone1 elsewhere [42]. 
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4.22 Track finding 

Trackk finding in ZEUS starts within the CTD. The package that performs this is called 
VCTRAKK [43-45]. In VCTRAK each candidate begins as a seed consisting of hits in 
threee separate1 super layers of the CTD. To extrapolate the track to the beam line, it 
iss assumed that the track originates from the nominal interaction point. Since this is a 
roughh approximation of the vertex location, a large error is assigned to the preliminary 
fit.fit.  Next, the track is followed inwards and new CTD hits are added. Then using all the 
hitss a CTD track fit  is performed. 

Thee VCTRAK package has recently been extended with track finding for the MVD . 
Noww also track candidates are searched in the MVD . To do this segments are searched 
withh 6 or 4 hits in the MVD . The segments are compared with CTD tracks. Candidates 
thatt are compatible are used as seeds in the track finding. MVD segments without CTD 
trackss are left over as MV D stand alone tracks. Tracks through the FMVD are often 
MV DD only tracks. If a CTD track does not correspond with an MV D candidate, the 
CTDD track is stored anyway. 

Thee Kalman filter track fit  requires a reasonable estimate for the initial track parameter 
vectorr and its covariance. For the tracking studies in this thesis three different strategies 
have11 been tested. They are defined as follows: 

1.. Kalman track findin g Start with the CTD tracks and then evaluate all MV D hits. 
Patternn recognition and fitting is done simultaneously. 

2.. V C T R A K findin g Start with the results from the CTD/MVD track finding. These1 

includee tracks and hits assigned to those tracks. The Kalman filter is only used for 
fitting. fitting. 

3.. Combined The same as the previous but then a second iteration is performed which 
evaluatess the remaining hits. 

Althoughh the pattern recognition is different, the actual fit  is in all three procedures 
thee same. When the Kalman track finding is used, all reconstructed hits in the MV D are 
Kalmann filtered. In the end only the hits close enough to the trajectory are fitted. For 
stronglyy inclined tracks, these are tracks which pass less than three super layers of the 
CTD.. the estimate is rather poor. In busy events the Kalman filter has to evaluate many 
hits. . 

Usingg the results from the VCTRAK finding has the advantage that already most of 
thee hits are associated to tracks. Also the estimates for inclined tracks have improved. 
Howeverr not the full force of the Kalman filter is used, namely the hit finding. 

Inn the third way of fitting, it is possible to refit all tracks including CTD tracks with 
zeroo associated MVD hits. This means that all left over hits are tried with all tracks. 
Thiss takes more time but in this way the best results can be obtained. 

Afterr the Kalman filter track fit  is initialised with the appropriate starting values the 
hitss in the microvertex detector are fitted. The procedure for one initial track is as follows: 

1.. Sort all hits along the track, from the most outer hit to the closest, hit to the 
interactionn point. 
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2.. Start a loop over all hits. This can be the hits given by the YCTRAK finding or 
simplyy all hits in the event. 

3.. The scattering matrix is calculated up to the silicon sensor of the next hit and added 
too the current track covariance matrix. 

4.. The angle between the track and the sensor is calculated and used to calculate 
thee position resolution of the next hit. Figure 3. Lib shows the dependence of the 
positionn resolution as a function of the angle of incidence. The points are calcu-
latedd using simulated events and a eentre-of-gravitv (duster algorithm. There is one 
exception.. For the track fit in the MVD system test described in section ó.2 the 
angularr dependence parameteiisation was not available and a fixed uncertainty is 
used. . 

•5.. A chock is done on the contribution of the hit to the \ 2 of the track: A \ 2 < It). If 
thiss is not the ease then the next hit is evaluated. 

0.. If then1 are more hits in the same sensor or the "ghost" of the hit has also a valid 
A \~~ then a new track candidate is created for each of those hits. A hit and a ghost 
cannott be fitted within the same track. 

7.. Update the trajectory and covariance1 (filter step). Update the trajectory for the 
previouss measurements (smoothing step). Continue with the next hit. 

8.. If' all hits are fitted and all material is passed then the1 next track candidate1 is 
evaluatedd further. 

9.. If all track canelielates are evaluated the> candidates are sorter! on nuinbeT of hits 
andd \2. 

10.. The1 track with the most hits and the best \ J is e-onsieleivel as the best track and 
use'ell as the- fitten! traek. 

4.33 Vertex reconstruction 
13vv combining the' information of multiple' tracks, in a vertexing algenithm. a common 
vertexx can be femnel. Te> arrive' at a reliable secondary verte-x ïveemstruet ion for heavy 
flavourr tagging, first the' interact iem exr primary ve'ite-x nevels te) he examined. The primary 
ve>rte'xx is the estimates! position of the1 <p e-ollision. Subse'ejue'iitly. a soconelarv vertex can 
be'' found from tracks that are' not compatible with the primary vertex. 

Figure'' 4.5 shows schematically the paramours in the' vortex fit. For e-aeh track /' the' 
trackk paranie'te'rs p, and their oe)varian<e \] ; are' me'asure'd. The' task of the- verte'X fit is 
too estimate the- petition eT the' vertex .r ami to estimate the direction anel momentum of 
thee trae-ks at the' verte-x. expressed as: q = (IF. T = tan #,!>,,. O)- The vexlor q is ealled 
the11 vortex nienne-ntum e)r the verte-x ro-fitted traek. 

Inn the following text, two methods are discussed te) eiotennino the verte-x. First a 
generall least squares fit is used. Then the vertex fit is done' using a Kalman filter alge>rithm. 



4.34.3 Vertex reconstruction xr> xr> 

Figuree 4.5: Schematic drawing of the vertex problem. The trajectory of a number of tracks 
(pi)) are reconstructed with the detector. The vertex fit estimates the vertex position (.?). 
Alsoo the momentum vector (&) of the tracks at the vertex is fitted. 
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4.3.11 The full vertex fit 

Inn the full vertex fit all the tracks are fitted to a common vertex simultaneously using the 
leastt squares method. 

Inn the track fit the predicted hit positions were described as a vector function of the 
trackk parameters and the distance along the track: f {p. s). For the vertex fit  the expected 
trackss are derived from a vector function // which depends on the vertex tracks and the 
vertexx position: h(.r.if). 

•• The initial estimate for the vertex parameters is described by the vectors .Fn and qlh 

Inn general the track has to be linearised near these initial values: 

h(x.h(x. if) = /((,(/„. (fo) + A(.r - .r0) + B{q - ifu) 

wheree A and B are derivative matrices: 

.44 = Oh /Ox. B = Oh/dq with x = r 0 . q = qt). 

-1,13) ) 

4,14) ) 

Thee difference h — h-{) is a vector which describes how the (measured) track param
eterss change with a change in the vertex parameters. 

•• A first estimate for x0 and q{) can be determined by for example the knowledge of a 
beamm spot position and by extrapolating the tracks close to the interaction region. 
Thenn by using f0 and if{) the vector /J() can be calculated for all tracks. 

Inn matrix notation the linearisation for H tracks is described as follows: 

.4,, Bx 0 
 0 B-2 

\\ X o o 

h(x,(f)h(x,(f) = //„(. r(hqu) + 

(( M Bx 0 . . . 0 W . r , - f „ \ 
00 ~ J 

B„) B„) VV  <i'  - % j 

(4.45) ) 

orr shorter: 

h(x.h(x. (fi) = //„(.F,,. <f0) + tf A/7v,,rtfix. (4.46) 

Soo / / is the full derivative1 matrix and has a clear block structure. The dimension 
off H is or? x (3/? + 3). 

Thee \ 2 is calculated with the following equation: 

\\22^[y-h(x.q^[y-h(x.qll)])]
rrVViJiJ

{{ [fj-h(.r.q[fj-h(.r.q l l 

with h 

Pz Pz 

\\ P» J 

and d Vy Vy 

(( VPl 0 
00 vp 

\\ 0 (J 

00 \ 
0 0 

(4.47) ) 

(4.48) ) 
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Thee new vertex parameters (/TV(.rtex) and its covariance matrix can be calculated: 

^vertex x 

PP vert ex 

== (H'V.'H] 

Po.vertexPo.vertex + Krer tex^ Vy (jJ ~ ^())-

(4.49) ) 

(4.50) ) 

K/ertexx is a matrix with dimension (3n + 3) x (3n + 3) and ?7wrtex is a vector with 
3n3n + 3 entries. 

•• With the new parameters the \2 ls calculated. The procedure is repeated until the 
\ 22 converges to a minimal value. 

Inn events with high track multiplicity, the least squares algorithm has to work with 
largee matrices which makes it slow. Another disadvantage is that the method is not very 
flexibleflexible for finding outlying/secondary tracks. 

Whenn the collision point is well known, for example the beam spot has position b — 
{b{bxx,, by, b,) with covariance V^ the algorithm stays the same, besides that: 

(( b \ 
P\ P\ 
Pi Pi 

\\ & ) 

(v(v t t 

V,7 V,7 

0 0 

00 14, 

VV

üü \ 
0 0 
0 0 (4.51) ) 

and d 

H H 

(( I 
-4, , 

A-2 A-2 

00 Ü 

B]] 0 

00 B2 

00 \ 
0 0 
0 0 (4.52) ) 

VV  An 0 0 ... Bn J 

Inn the unconstrained vertex fit one starts with 5/) measurements. With the fit 3/i + 3 
parameterss need to be determined. So in total 2n - 3 degrees of freedom are available. In 
otherr words at least two tracks are needed to fit a vertex. In the case of a beam constraint, 
thee number of measurements is effectively larger: 5// + 3 . The degrees of freedom are: 2n. 
(Soo a vertex fit. with zero tracks is possible but gives back the original beam constraint.) 

4.3.22 The Kalman filter vertex fit 

Thee full vertex fit as explained in the previous section can become rather complicated if 
thee number of tracks is large. Thanks to the block structure of the derivative matrix (see 
equationn 4.51) the vertex problem can be solved quicker and more flexibly with the help 
off a Kalman filter. 

Basicallyy the Kalman filter vertex fit consists of two steps. First, the current estimate 
off the vertex position and a track are evaluated. The result depends on the distance 
betweenn the track and the vertex and the covariance1 of both. The vertex momentum is 
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fittedd simultaneously, by requiring it originates from the vertex position. Secondly, after ti 
trackss are evaluated and the final position of the vertex is known, all the vertex momenta 
havee to be re-fitted to the new vertex position. In the following text it is shown how this 
iss done mathematically. 

Againn it is assumed that the vertex problem has n tracks. In contrast to the least 
squaress vertex fit . the vertex is now fitted with one track at a time. The state vector is 
therefore:: (x. q) and has 0 entries. Also a covariance matrix Cr-(j- is defined, representing 
thee uncertainty in the vertex parameters: 

== ((
K

 E
D ) . (-<->*) 

wheree C' describes the uncertainty in vertex position x. D described the uncertainty in 
thee vertex momentum f/and E the cross covariance between the two. 

Initiall yy the slate1 vector only consists of the prior information of the vertex position 
.F()) and its covariance matrix C0. The Kalman filter vertex fit describes how to add a new 
trackk k with parameters pk to a vertex already fitted with k- 1 tracks. The weight matrix 
lorr track k is Gk = \'~r1. The measurement equation, which compares a new state with 
ann old state is nonlinear and the linearisation is given in equation 4.43. 

Inn the prediction step of the Kalman filter the state vector is propagated as follows: 

 = -h-l: (4.54) 

<lh<lh  = <7k--i, (4.55) 

wheree q() is the track <f vector at a "point" close to expected vertex. The vector Iik is 
calculatedd from ,rk and qk. 

Thee following equations are used in the filter step to get an improved estimate1 of the1 

statee vector and its error matrices. 

•44 = C , [C\,',;?,_, + AlGlHil- - h- i)] . (4.56) 

QK-QK- = SkBlGk(ph-hk-.l-Ak.rky (4.57) 

Thee covarianees after the filter step are: 

CCkk - (Ck\+AlG»Ak) \ (4.58) 

DDkk = Sk + E[Ck;
lEk, (4.59) 

EEkk = -CkA[.GkBkSk (4.60) 

with h 

5 ,, = (Bl'GkBk) \ (4.61) 

GiGi33 = Gk-GkBkSkB[.Gk, (4.62) 

too keep the notations short. Here it is seen that xk has two contributions: the current 
vertexx position and the contribution of the shifted track parameters. For qk also the 
contributionn of the new vertex position is taken in account. 
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Thee increase in \ 2 when adding a track k is expressed as follows: 

AxlAxl = {xk - xk-1)TCfc'-
1i(xk ~xk-i) + 

{p{pkk - h{xk,qk))
1 Gk(pk - h(xk,qk)). (4.63) 

Bothh the vertex and the track contribute to the \ 2 . The A\2k can be used for the decision 
too use the track in the vertexing algorithm or not. The filter steps can be repeated until 
aa minimum A^ 2 is found. After the minimum is found and the filter step is performed, 
thee algorithm evaluates the next track. In one single filter step the number of degrees of 
freedomm is 2 ( 5 + 3 "measurements" - 6 parameters to fit) . 

Afterr all tracks are evaluated the next step is to smooth the momentum vector of all 
vertexx tracks to the estimated vertex position. For the smoothed momenta the following 
equationn is used. 

qqkk = SkBlGk(pk - hk-i - Akxn) (4.64) 

Thee smoothed covariances for Dk and Ek can be found elsewhere [46]. 
Thee vertexing algorithm is implemented in the reconstruction program in two different 

modes: : 

Constrainedd The nominal interaction point or beam spot is used as the initial 
estimatee for the vertex. Al l tracks are evaluated and are fitted to this vertex 
inn consequetive Kalman filter steps. 

Unconstra inedd An algorithm is used that first finds the vertex of all track pairs. 
Thee vertex with the best \ 2 ls re-evaluated with all the other tracks. Tracks 
whichh have a x2 below 25 are added to this current vertex. For the remaining 
trackss the procedure is repeated. 

4.44 Summary 

Inn this chapter a detailed explanation was given on the track reconstruction in the mi-
crovertexx detector. Also the reconstruction of the primary and secondary vertices was 
discussed.. In chapter 5 the track reconstruction is used to check the performance of the 
microvertexx detector. Furthermore the physics studies in chapter 6 rely on the vertex 
reconstructionn from this chapter. 
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